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Abstract
Web mining techniques should have the analysis of information 
originated in the web must be helpful to all users for what 
they are looking for the  personalization of site according 
to users understanding in website should adopt web data 
accurately. Only simple context like free text only cannot be 
so much attracted by all the users. Web site structure have to 
play major role with special techniques , significant patterns 
about the preferences and user behaviour to personalize the 
web site. Many times web site structure seems to be complex 
, hiding the data which causes “ Lost in Hyperspace”. In this 
paper let we go through main web mining techniques for the 
accurate targeted knowledge on the user behaviour in site. It 
is the combination of hybrid and intelligence techniques for 
web data mining.
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I. Introduction  
World wide web is one of the most informative resources .Any 
user can retrieve the wanted information at any time. User is 
free enough to get the information on database, latest updates 
in any scheme of organization  etc.. which shows that web is 
used in efficient manner and accurately  by all users. Web 
mining is the right path for this need [1].
General mining techniques and informative effects can be 
considered as the applications of web mining. As the data is 
distributed in net we have to gather all the related information 
before mining. These gathered semi structured pages of data 
should be represented to some format . Even though the 
information is structured to some format it has to be having 
its own diversity in meaning and data to be tested at the end. 
Finally the links in between the data and also web pages are 
very important for an efficient web mining. 
Firstly In the initial stages if user in retrieving the data it occurs 
on to the notice that how much this data is supportive to his 
ideas. Secondly weather the user can create new knowledge 
out of related pages. Thirdly personalization of information from 
other users are the major problems to be discussed. All these 
major problems are completely solved by the other resource 
areas such as machine language, databases and information 
retrievals . and they are also in the track of personalization of 
data to the most prominent extent In this paper we discuss to 
the major points like structure of web mining related to link 
mining. Next personalization to which extent satisfies the user  
and thirdly efficient methods for web usage data.

II. Web Mining Structure
As it is to all notice that world wide web is been extremely used 
by many users  to locate resources which of high quality and 
relevant information to their expected needs . May be some 
fundamental reasons support users like. Web is  a hypertext 
corpus of un limited size and is in continues growth     without 
any uniformity of structure .Information  retrieval and database 
management makes the levels of complexity impossible in 
“off-the-shelf” fashion.

When the user is been retrieving large number of web pages 
it has come to two central observations like to identify definite 
web page with authorization. related to this web page is down 
to the expected size in not only finding the set of web pages 
and also it has to be relevant to the set of those pages with 
same identical hyperlinks as high in quality..The other aspect 
is that hyperlink must be latest annotation by data mining 
with collective judgment on the obtained links. This structure 
mining is indirectly designing   the structure of web document 
itself . One can compare the navigation purpose and web 
page schemes. The structure mining will be introducing the 
techniques for data base also. 
S.Madria.et.al has given a research description about the 
structure of web subsets basing on the connectivity  of 
interrelated web documents. This structure include the 
measurements of frequency levels of web topples in the web 
page which are internally linked together with the page and 
document .The structure also includes the network hierarchy 
of web sites which have the same domain where it needs query 
processing as an efficient outcome . Lot of data is useful but 
most of the users face the problem of accuracy of data which is 
hidden to be retrieved. Web structure has already discovered to 
extract  useful and relevant data . Research has already been 
developed in search engine [2] like Google mining is playing 
a major role in structural summarization of web pages [3] to 
identify web communities search engines where they can work 
efficiently. [4, 5].
The feature ingrates of web mining may change anyway at 
anytime which mostly depends on web content, web structure 
and web usage. From the structures of HITS[5] algorithm more 
of web page evolutions the creation of linked web content are 
to be increased [5].Hyperlinks has to go updated when ever the 
web page get updated. The point of personalization has step 
back with the results of HITS algorithm. From the case studies 
of S.Madria [1999] of web structure introduced an example 
of redhat.com where it is to be explained as two versions of 
web site structures.

In this fig.1, we use the gray colour  boxes to represent pages 
deleted from the previous version, black colour filled  boxes to 
denote newly inserted pages and bolded boxes to represent 
updated pages. From the changes of web structure in the 
two versions, it can be observed that when the information 
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of products changes such as new products are added or 
outdated products are deleted, the information on training 
will change accordingly. For instance, in fig. 1(b), when a new 
product RH 9.0 is added, a ,new training corresponding to this 
product RH402 is inserted. In this example, it can be inferred 
that the information of Product and Service and Training may 
be associated. Such inference can be verified by examining 
the historical web structural deltas. Then knowledge about 
associations of structure changes can be extracted by applying 
association rule mining techniques to the historical changes of 
web structural data. The extracted knowledge can be rules such 
as changes of substructure A imply changes of substructure B 
within certain time window with certain support and confidence. 
Besides the association rules, interesting substructures, and 
enhanced classifiers can also be extracted from the historical 
web structural changes. From the above example, we argue 
that knowledge extracted from historical structural deltas 
is more informative The final step of this describes that the  
novel knowledge that is difficult to extract can be formed  out 
by incorporating the dynamic property of web data. Where 
the different techniques of mining like rule , sequential and 
clustering can be extracted from historical structural data .

III. Personalization of Data
Personalization depends on the user preferences profiles. 
It includes modelling of subjects and web objects, relation 
between across objects and subjects. Observing the studies 
of Etzioni  and Perkowitz [6] relieved the optimization of the 
structure on web site . He proposed that  both offline  tasks on 
web mining usage data and also online process of customization 
of web page are mixed mined knowledge. Theconcept of 
personalization is been still followed with feature updating. 
This personalization is divided in to two tasks . One based on the 
user transaction file where offline component is comprised for 
data preparation. In this access patterns URL clusters include 
association rules and deriving the correct path of URL clusters. 
After mining tasks are accomplished these URL clusters can 
be used online for current navigational activity. 
A general architecture of web usage data is fig. 2 as follows.

Fig. 2 : Architecture of web usage data       

The main topic of web usage mining is for personalization is 
transformation of access log data and cleaning, identifying all 
the sessions of the user , Deleting the redundant references like 
dynamic pages and multiple frames that have same identifier , 
same template . Multiple users may log on to same content of 
page but this can be over covered by client-side cookies, such 
that user identifiers are not always practical due to privacy 
concerns .
In [7] many fields of several log users  identify sessions 

and interior missing references with related efficiency are 
controlled and in formatted by cookies. Web sites use cookies 
for personalization. User select their preferences are encoded 
in the cookies so that the same page may be referred  further 
by the user. Major drawback with this is cookies are also been 
tracked by users.
The Government of United States has framed strict rules on 
setting cookies in the year 2000 . But White House Drug policy 
office used these cookies to track all computer users using Anti 
Drug Advertising through online. After 2002 activist Deviniel 
Brandt found these cookies to visit his website but this was also 
an violating policy[8]. As on Dec 25 ,2005 Brandt discovered 
National Security Agency which was again disabled the cookies 
[9]. 
All were to the draw backs of cookies which goes in to the 
inaccurate  identification ,  inconsistent stage on client and 
server So better go for IP address request to the page for 
personalization .Where it is impractical and impossible to track 
the user personal details. Another precise  technique is URL’s, 
Where URL address is been activated with same page and 
different location . The third method is web forms with hidden 
fields. This is handled with HTTP GET method. In which URL 
browser will send up on form submission including the hidden 
fields to HTTP POST then it is appended as an extra input may 
be the part of URL or cookies which tracking can be controlled 
to the higher extent.

IV. Web Usage Mining
Web usage mining involves automatic user access patterns 
from more web services .The technique involved in this mining 
automatically inform is generated and collected on the server 
logs. Another sources of information involve refer logs they 
contain all the references of each page. Many web  analysis have 
tools like Inc96,es195, net96 are providing lot of mechanics 
for reporting user activities in server by filtering the data. 
Web usage mining is the application of data mining techniques. 
They are  to discover useful knowledge about user’s behavioural 
patterns , usage statistics that can be implemented in various 
website design tasks. The main source of data for web usage 
mining consists of textual logs collected by numerous web 
servers all around the world. There are four stages in web 
usage mining. 1. Collection of data, 2.Pre-processing 3. Pattern 
discovery 4. Pattern analysis . 
Data Collection : users log data is collected from various sources 
like server side, client side, proxy servers and so on. 
Pre-processing : Performs web log file covering data cleaning, 
session identification, user identification, transaction 
identification and, path completion. 
Pattern discovery : Application of various data mining techniques 
to processed data like , pattern matching , statistical analysis, 
clustering, association,  and so on. 
Pattern analysis : Patterns were discovered from web logs, 
rules are filtered out. Analysis is done by  knowledge query 
mechanism perform OLAP operations through SQL or data 
cubes . All the four stages are depicted through the following 
fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 :Levels of web usage mining process.

The above Fig. 3 he relation between the web site and pre-
processor access patterns. Data Collection is initial  step in web 
usage mining process. It gathers the accurate and relevant web 
data. Sources can be collected at the client-side, server-side,  
proxy servers, or obtain from an organization’s database, it 
contains business data as Web data [10].
Explicit User Input data is collected through registration forms 
and provides important personal and demographic information 
and preferences. However, this data is not reliable since there 
are chances of incorrect data or users neglect those sites.
Client Side Collection is advantageous than server side since 
it overcomes both the caching and session identification 
problems. Browsers are modified to record the browsing 
behaviours. Remote agents like Java Applets are used to collect 
user browsing information. Java applets may generate some 
additional overhead especially when they are loaded for the first 
time. But  users are to be convinced to use modified browser. 
Along with log files intentional browsing data from
client side like “add to my favourites”, “copy” is also added for 
efficient web usage mining [8].
Proxy level collection is the data collected from intermediate 
server between browsers and web servers. Proxy caching is 
used to reduce the loading time of a Web page experienced 
by users as well as the network traffic load at the server and 
client sides [11]. Access log from proxy servers are of same 
format as web server log and it records the web page request 
and response for the server. Proxy traces may reveal the actual 
HTTP requests from multiple clients to multiple Web servers. 
This may serve as a data source for characterizing the browsing 
behaviour of a group of anonymous users sharing a common 
proxy server. Users’ behaviour is used in different applications 
such as Personalization, e-commerce, to improve the system 
and to improve the system design as per their interest etc., 
Web personalization offers many functions such as simple user 
salutation to more complicate such as content delivery as per 
users interests. Content delivery is very important since non 
expert users are overwhelmed by the quantity of information 
available online. It is possible to anticipate the user behaviour 
by analysing the current navigation patterns with patterns which 
were extracted from past web log. Recommendation systems are 
the most common application. Personalized sites are example 
for recommendation systems. E-Commerce applications need 
customer details for Customer Relationship Management. Usage 
mining techniques are very useful to focus customer attraction, 
customer retention, cross sales and customer departure. 
System Improvement is done by understanding the web traffic 
behaviour by mining log data so that policies are developed for 
Web caching, load balancing, network transmission and data 

distribution. Patterns for detecting intrusion fraud, attempted 
break-ins are also provided by mining. Performance is improved 
to satisfy users. Site  Modification is a process of modifying 
the web site and  improving the quality of design and contents 
on knowing the interest of users. Pages are re-linked as per 
customer behaviour. such as jpeg, gif files or sound files and 
references due to spider navigations. Improved data quality 
improves the analysis on it. The Http protocol requires a 
separate connection for every request from the web server. If 
a user request to view a particular page along with server log 
entries graphics and scripts are download in addition to the 
HTML file. An exception case is Art gallery site where images are 
more important. User Identification:  Identification of individual 
users who access a web site is an important step in web usage 
mining.  Various methods are to be followed for identification 
of users. The simplest method is to assign different user id 
to different IP address. But in Proxy servers many users are 
sharing the same address and same user uses many browsers. 
In future the web usage can gather relevant information in the 
point of user navigation Later user can improve his website and 
can be used to deliver the personalized control, web site can be 
improved  through pre-fetching process in web design control 
and in business  areas like e-commerce site in wast manner.

V. Conclusion
From the discursions of web mining techniques with various 
other research writers this paper concludes the structure 
,usage and personalization act on each other like an angle of 
prism . where each has its own derivatives and directions but 
never each acts on its own way without other. The concept of 
prism light reflections are detected to the solved applications 
by the three major angular points like structure , usage and 
personalization.
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